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Disclaimer: many of the biological topics in this worksheet are simplified.

Part I: Important Terms and Concepts
Genetics is the study of inherited characteristics. Statistics and probability are used frequently in
the study of genetics.
Genes are passed from parent to offspring. Genes determine our traits. You have 2 copies of
each gene: one from your biological mother, and one from your biological father.
Alleles are variant forms of a gene.
An example of gene versus allele:
Gene: eye color
Alleles: blue eyes, green eyes, brown eyes….
We have 2 alleles for each gene: one from mom and one from dad. What determines which trait
we physically express?
Dominant alleles: only one dominant allele copy is needed for it to be expressed physically. We
denote dominant alleles with a capital letter (for example, A)
Recessive alleles: two allele copies are needed for the trait to be expressed physically. We
denote recessive alleles with a lowercase letter (for example, a)
Let’s look at an example of dominant and recessive alleles for hair color. Given each person’s
genotype, tell me their hair color. Remember, each person has 2 alleles for each gene.
Example 1)

Gene: hair color
Brunette allele: A
Blonde allele: a

Bob: AA

hair color: ____________________

Cindy: Aa

hair color: ____________________

Dylan: aa

hair color: ____________________

When you have two copies of the same allele, (AA or aa) you are homozygous for that gene.
When you have 2 different alleles (Aa), you are heterozygous for that gene.
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Example 2) A couple (mom Aa, dad Aa) are having a baby. What is the probability that
the baby will have blonde hair?
*Remember, the baby receives one allele from each parent, so what are the possible
combinations? Do a Punnett square! A Punnett square tells us the possible outcomes for
the couple’s kids.

1. Now you try! What’s the probability that a blonde mom and a heterozygous brunette dad
will have a kid with brown hair? (Hint: first find the genotype of the parents)

2. What’s the probability that 2 homozygous brunette parents will have a blonde child? A
brunette child? Can you figure this out without a Punnett Square?

Part II: Gender Reveal
3. What’s the probability of a couple having a daughter as their first-born child?

4. A couple has 4 daughters. What’s the probability that their fifth child will be a son?
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5. A couple has 5 kids. What’s the probability of them having 2 boys first, then 3 girls?

6. A couple has 5 kids. What’s the probability of them having 2 boys and 3 girls? How does
this problem differ from problem 6?

Part III: What Will They Look Like?
7. B: big ears
b: little ears
Two heterozygous parents have a child with big ears. What is the probability that the
child is also heterozygous for the big ear gene?

8. A: innie belly button
a: outtie belly button
B: bushy eyebrows
b: non-bushy eyebrows
Sally is heterozygous for the belly button gene and homozygous recessive for the
eyebrow-bushiness gene. Tom is also heterozygous for the belly button gene, but he is
also heterozygous for the eyebrow-bushiness gene.
a. What is the probability that their child will have an outie belly button?

b. What is the probability that their child will have bushy eyebrows?
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c. What is the probability that their child will have an outie belly button and bushy
eyebrows?

d. Does your answer to part c differ from parts a and b? Why or why not?

9. B: hairy arms
b: hairless arms
A couple, both heterozygous for hairy arms, have 5 children. What’s the probability that
at least 1 kid will have non-hairy arms? Explain two ways that you could approach this
problem.

10. Parents are heterozygous for three traits (parents are both Aa, Bb, and Cc).
a. What’s the probability of their child being dominant for two traits and recessive
for one trait?

b. What’s the probability that the child is dominant for 1 trait and recessive for 2
traits?

11. A couple has 3 children. What’s the probability that, at most, 2 kids have the recessive
(aa) trait for freckles given the following genotypes of the parents?
a. If mom is Aa and dad is AA

b. If mom is aa and dad is aa
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c. If mom is Aa and dad is Aa

Part IV: Ancestry and Pedigrees
Pedigrees give us information about the family’s genetic history. Circles represent females,
squares represent males. For this worksheet, black circles/squares mean that the individual is
homozygous recessive (aa).

12. Can you figure out the genotypes of the parents?

13. What is the probability of the child labeled “?” being homozygous recessive (aa)?
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14. Lucy and Joe have siblings with anemia, which is a recessive disease (aa). What is the
probability that their child will also have anemia?

15. If Lucy and Joe’s first child has anemia, what is the probability that their second child
also has anemia? Is it a different value? Why or why not?

Part V: Blood Types
The genotypes for blood types look a little different than the genotypes we are used to writing,
but it’s the same idea. Here’s a list of the 4 blood types and their corresponding allele
combinations.
Type A blood: AA or Ai
Type B blood: BB or Bi

Type AB blood: AB
Type O blood: ii

16. If two parents have genotypes Ai and Bi, what are the possible blood types of their
children?

17. Casey is blood type O, but his parents are blood type A and B. How does that work?
What are his parents’ genotypes?
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18. What’s the probability that the child labeled with “?” has blood type AB?

19. What is the probability that “?” has blood type O?
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